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Abstract: We present the experimental observation of the superlensing ef-
fect in a slab of a one-dimensional photonic crystal made of tilted dielectric
elements. We show that this flat lens can achieve subwavelength resolution
in different frequency bands. We also demonstrate that the introduction of
a proper corrugation on the lens surface can dramatically improve both the
transmission and the resolution of the imaged signal.
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1. Introduction
The very interesting optical properties shown by photonic crystals (PCs) make them extremely
attractive and suitable for a large variety of applications, like waveguides, beam splitters, wave-
length multiplexers, resonators, collimators and many others. Since the publication of the per-
fect superlens having sub-wavelength resolution [1], many efforts have been spent both theoret-
ically [2, 3, 4] and experimentally [5] to study the negative index properties of PCs. Most of the
research done till now has been focused on two-dimensional (2D) PCs, with a few theoretical
works referring to the features of one-dimensional (1D) PCs realized by alternating dielectrics
with either metals [6, 7] or negative index materials [8]. Only recently, further investigation
has been conducted to study the imaging properties of flat lenses realized with 1D PCs made
of dielectric materials only [9]. It has been proved both theoretically and numerically that it
is possible to achieve off-axis sub-wavelength imaging resolution (FWHM = 0.16λ - 0.20λ )
with a slab made of tilted alternating layers of different permittivity. The advantage of a lens
composed of dielectric elements is in the drastic reduction of losses that normally come from
the metal. This renders such structures particularly suitable for applications in the telecommu-
nication wavelength regime.
In this paper, we first show by means of numerical simulations the improvements produced
in the lens performances introducing a simple corrugation on both slab surfaces, in terms of
both the imaging quality and the transmission efficiency. We also investigate how the frequency
windows where superlensing is achieved depend on the relative widths and on the index contrast
of the dielectric layers.
Then, we carry out an experimental investigation in the microwave regime showing for the
first time, to the best of our knowledge, the sub-wavelength focusing properties of this new type
of 1D flat lens with corrugation. We perform point imaging measurements using two different
lenses, having the same lattice properties but different index contrast. The first lens consists
of alternating layers of alumina (Al2O3, εr = 8.6) and air whereas the second one is made of
alumina and plexiglas (εr = 2.5).
2. Band structure analysis
The focusing properties of a flat lens made of tilted dielectric elements can be easily understood
from the analysis of its Equi-Frequency Contours (EFCs), calculated using the transfer matrix
method as in [11].
In the following we will assume TE polarization only, that is the electric field E perpendicular
to the plane of incidence.
Consider a 1D photonic crystal of infinite extension (see inset in Fig. 1(b)) consisting of two
different alternating dielectric materials having width W1 and W2 and permittivity ε1 and ε2
respectively. Assume that the layers are parallel to the y-axis with a period a = W1 +W2 along
the x direction.
Figures 1(a)-(d) show the band structures and EFCs for the two different cases that we have
experimentally studied in this work: the alumina-air (Figs. 1(a) and 1(c)) and the alumina-
plexiglas case (Figs. 1(b) and 1(d)) respectively.
When the dielectric layers are all tilted by the same angle θ with respect to the normal to
the lens (see Fig. 2(a)), the diffraction inside the structure can give rise to interesting focusing
phenomena. The rotation of the layers in the spatial domain implies the same amount of rotation
for the EFCs in the k-space. In Figs. 2(b) and (c) the wave vector diagrams at two different
frequencies for a 1D PC, consisting of alumina-air alternating layers with W1 = W2 = 0.5cm,
are shown. The magenta curves represent the equi-frequency contour for such structure, plotted
in the first and repeated Brillouin zone (BZ), whereas the red circle is the air EFC. Curves are
plotted at ω = 0.260 (Fig. 2(b)) and ω = 0.457 (Fig. 2(c)), where ω = a/λ is the normalized
frequency. The two arrows inside the red circles in Figs. 2(b) and (c) are two generic wave
vectors impinging the air-PC interface at different incoming angles γ1 and γ2. The directions
of the diffracted wave vectors inside the PC are determined by imposing the conservation of
the tangential component k//i = ω/csinγi, here represented by the construction line drawn as a
dashed line. The two wave vectors normal to the PC EFCs, k1r and k2r, are the diffracted waves
that propagate inside the crystal. They are both directed perpendicularly to the EFC and point
away from the source.
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Band structure along the off-axis direction for a 1D PC with a unit
cell realized using alumina and air (a) or alumina and plexiglas (b) respectively. (c) and (d):
EFCs at different frequencies for the same structures.
There is however a fundamental difference between the diffracted wavevectors depicted in
Fig. 2(b): k1r corresponds to an intersection between the construction line and the EFC lying
in the 1st BZ whereas k2r derives from the intersection in the repeated BZ and therefore is
subjected to the folding back process. As it is easily seen in the plot of Fig. 2(b), k1r and k2r are
positively and negatively refracted respectively. This phenomenon is a direct consequence of the
equi-frequency contours shape shown by the 1D structure at the chosen normalized frequency.
At ω = 0.457, although the shape of the EFC (see Fig. 2(c)) is very different from the one at
ω = 0.260, it is still possible to obtain the conditions for negative refraction due to the convex
nature of the EFC with only 0th order diffracted waves involved.
These remarkable diffraction properties can be exploited to realize superlensing, since using
a simple ray-diagram it is easy to show that an appropriately designed slab made of this kind
of 1D PC will have an off-axis focusing. The performance of a flat superlens made of tilted
dielectric elements has been already presented and discussed numerically by Wang et al. [9].
The focusing properties strongly depend on the orientation of the surface termination via the
rotation angle θ . Off-axis subwavelength focusing is achieved in [9] for a high index contrast
(Si− SiO2) layered structure, with the best FWHM of 0.164λ for θ = 44°. In this work we
chose θ = 45° since this gives us the best resolution for the index contrast structures presented
here, consisting of layered elements of alumina-air and alumina-plexiglas.
Fig. 2. (Color online) (a) Sketch of the slab obtained rotating, by an angle θ , a one dimen-
sional PC having a unit cell made of two different dielectric materials ε1 = 8.6 and ε2 = 1.
(b) and (c) equi-frequency contours at ω = 0.260 (1st band) and ω = 0.457 (2nd band) re-
spectively, plotted in the first and in the repeated Brillouin zone, relatively to the crystal in
(a); k1 and k2 are two wave vectors impinging the air-PC interface at two generic different
angles γ1 and γ2, whereas k1r and k2r are the wave vectors diffracted inside the crystal.
3. Focusing properties and effect of surface corrugation
We also show, by means of Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) simulations that the sur-
face corrugation coming from the simple rigid rotation of the dielectric layers can dramatically
improve the performance of this flat lens.
The discretization grid for the simulation domain is a/30 along the x and y direction. A
point source is located on the slab axis and centered 1cm far from the PC interface without
corrugation. The source holds the same position also for the case with corrugation.
In Fig. 3(a) a detail of the lens we simulated (ε1 = 8.6, ε2 = 2.5), with and without corrugation
on both surfaces, is shown. For the case under study, this particular kind of corrugation yields
two evident benefits. First, it increases the transmission efficiency (Fig. 3(b)) by about 50%,
because of the reduced impedance mismatch with the surrounding medium. Then, it produces
also a significant improvement in both the transversal and lateral resolution (about 11% and
36% respectively), as shown in Figs. 3(c) and (d).
These enhancements are usually related to the presence of surface states introduced by the
surface corrugation [12]. The benefits to the imaging quality introduced by the surface states
are a well known property of photonic crystals [4, 13]. It has been proved both numerically [15]
and experimentally [14, 17] that choosing the appropriate corrugation can increase the imaging
resolution performance of a PC superlens. Furthermore, surface states can be exploited as well
to realize beam shaping with using waveguide made of 2D photonic crystal with corrugated
surface [16].
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Fig. 3. (Color online) (a) Detail of the photonic crystal surface termination for the case
with and without corrugation. (b) Comparison of the focus profiles (calculated via FDTD)
produced by the slab with corrugation (blue line) and without corrugation (red line). (c) and
(d) Transversal and lateral profiles respectively of the transmitted energy in a normalized
scale. All the above profiles are taken along the lines (parallel and perpendicular to the PC
surface) where the focused image exhibits its maximum.
We also numerically evaluated how the frequency at which the lenses show the maximum
peak intensity for the focused image varies with the finite width ratio α = W1/(W1 +W2).
A parametric study for different values of the dielectric constants ε1 and ε2 was carried out.
Results show (see Fig. 4(a)) that within a relatively wide range centered at α = 0.55 the fre-
quency linearly decreases with increasing α . Moreover, the curves that fit different sets of data,
including the cases of alumina-air and alumina-plexiglas based PCs, are approximately parallel.
The lens performance severely degrades, with no focusing observed at all outside the range
[0.47, 0.63]. For a fixed value of α , the focusing frequency linearly decreases also by increasing
the permittivity of one of the two materials (Fig. 4(b)). The square-dotted line represents the
case where the elements with the highest permittivity are kept constant (ε1=12.5), letting ε2 to
vary from 1 to 5.5, whereas the circle-dotted line represents the case with ε2 = 1, and ε1 is let to
vary from 5 to 12.5. We think that it is possible to use these findings as simple “rule of thumb”
to design a flat 1D PC superlens consisting of tilted dielectric elements.
Fig. 4. (Color online) Plot of the normalized frequencies at which slabs made of different
materials show the maximum transmission for the focused image as a function of the finite
width ratio α (a) and dielectric constants ε1, ε2 (b) of the tilted elements ( θ = 45°).
4. Measurement setup
Experimental results are carried out by sandwiching the PCs in an aluminium parallel-plates
waveguide terminated with microwave absorbers and measuring the amplitude and phase of
the electric field transmitted by the crystals in the image plane. Since the loss tangent of both
alumina and plexiglas are extremely small at the frequency of interest for this work (tanδAl <
10−3, tanδPl < 10−2), dielectric losses can be neglected.
A dipole antenna (radius = 0.6mm) is used as a source, oriented to produce an electric field z-
oriented (TE mode) and operating in the range of frequencies that spans from 5GHz to 15GHz,
in order to reproduce the same normalized frequency a/λ of the theoretical model. Due to the
waveguide characteristics, the TEM mode only can propagate up to 15GHz. The maps of the
amplitude and phase of the electric field are collected by using a HP8720C Vector Network An-
alyzer. Another dipole antenna with the same characteristics of the source is used as a detector
that moves along the waveguide plane using an x-y step motor. Details of this technique has
already been presented in [10].
We have conducted point imaging experiments on two different structures using, in the first
case a unit cell made of alumina and plexiglas, in the second case alumina and air. It is straight-
forward that the latter structure comes as the natural consequence of the first one, since it is
obtained by the simple removal of all plexiglas layers. For this reason the two PCs have the
same lattice properties but a different index contrast. The PC slabs before rotation, are built
with a lattice constant a = 1cm, length L = 30cm and width w = 5.65cm. We chose dielectric
elements having the same width, therefore the corresponding layer widths in the unit cell are
0.5a for both structures under study.
When all layers are rotated by the same angle θ , the PC can be seen as a 2D structure having
lattice constants along x and y directions given by ax = a/sinθ and ay = a/cosθ respectively,
length Ls = 30a/cosθ and width ws =wsin θ +0.5acosθ , where the width is defined including
the corrugation.
For the sake of clarity, in Fig. 5 is shown the 3D map of the measured point source imaged
by the slab. More details of the measurements will be given in next paragraph.
Fig. 5. (Color online) 3D spatial mapping of the point source signal transmitted by the
alumina-air slab at 13.7175GHz.
5. Experimental results and discussion
Measurements are performed scanning an area 10cm wide and 10cm long adjacent to the PC-air
interface, in steps of 2mm in both x and y direction. The point source is positioned 1cm far from
the lens in x = 0cm, according to our reference system.
Fig. 6. (Color online) In-plane spatial mapping of the measured electric field intensity
((a), (c), (e)) and phase ((b), (d), (f)) for the alumina-air PC at 7.800GHz, 9.0825GHz and
13.7175GHz respectively.
In Figs. 6(a)-(f) the complete experimental results for the alumina-air lens are illustrated.
This structure exhibits subwavelength imaging in three different bands, BW1 = [7.6200−
7.8200]GHz, BW2 = [8.4700 − 9.2200]GHz, BW3 = [13.4500− 14.2300]GHz. The signals
imaging are clearly off-axis as evident from the electric field intensity maps in Figs. 6(a), (c),
(e), and as also predicted by [9].
In these three bands, the best achieved resolutions (FWHM) are 0.29λ at 7.8000GHz (ω =
0.260), 0.32λ at 9.0825GHz (ω = 0.300) and 0.29λ at 13.7175GHz (ω = 0.457). Since in Figs.
6(a), (c), (e) we use a normalized scale, it is worthwhile to mention that the maximum trans-
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Fig. 7. Normalized transversal (a) and lateral (b) experimental profiles, taken at
13.7175GHz along the lines where the focused image exhibits its maximum, for the
alumina-air superlens.
mitted intensity decreases with increasing frequency. This is because for higher frequencies the
amount of wavevectors collected and focused is lower due to the different shape of the EFCs.
It is also worth noting that the measured values of the FWHM well agree with numerical
simulations within 30%. In all three cases the focused images are clearly visible, as shown by
the spatial mapping of the electric field intensity detected in the image plane and reported in
Figs. 6(a), (c), and (e). The absence of noticeable aberration is confirmed by the respective phase
maps in Figs. 6(b), (d), (f), that exhibit a pattern typical of circular waves. In Figs. 7(a) and (b)
the transversal and lateral profiles respectively for the alumina-air case are shown, as measured
at f = 13.7175GHz. In Figs. 8(a) and (b) the transversal and lateral profiles respectively for the
alumina-plexiglass case are shown, measured at f = 7.3505GHz (ω = 0.245). At this frequency,
we obtain the best lens resolution (FWHM) of 0.27λ .
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Fig. 8. Normalized transversal (a) and lateral (b) experimental profiles, taken at 7.3505GHz
along the lines where the focused image exhibits its maximum, for the alumina-plexiglas
superlens.
We also measured the spatial shift of the focused image changing the source position along
the y direction (normal to the PC surface). In Figures 9(a) and (b) the simulated and meas-
ured lateral profiles respectively of the electric field intensity (in the normalized scale) for the
alumina-plexiglass slab are reported. Experimental data (Fig. 9(b)) clearly show that the image
focus moves closer to the PC superlens as long as the point source moves away, strictly follow-
ing the behavior predicted by the numerical analysis (Fig. 9(a)), and in accordance also with
what expected from a simple ray-diagram.
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Fig. 9. Simulated (a) and measured (b) lateral profiles respectively for the focused image of
a point source changing its position (dsource) normal to the surface of the alumina-plexiglass
PC superlens
6. Conclusions
We have shown that simple one-dimensional photonic crystals made of tilted dielectric ele-
ments with moderately low index contrast may exhibit both positive and negative refraction
in multiple frequency bands. This property has been exploited to design and experimentally
realize flat slabs capable to produce off-axis subwavelength imaging (superlensing). The lens
properties (electric field intensity, transversal and lateral resolution) can be greatly improved
by introducing a simple corrugation of the slab surface. In particular, the increase in the ampli-
tude of the signal transmitted through the slab is an important feature to obtain high-resolution
imaging of a subwavelength object.
Furthermore, the easiness of lens fabrication, the possibility of using materials with a low
index contrast as dielectric elements and the small superlens size render these 1D PC structures
an appealing alternative, for specific applications, to 2D or 3D PC slabs.
The natural evolution of the work presented here might be the development of a nano 1D
superlens for the near-infrared and optical regimes.
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